
Irish international sales, marketing, and support services group DCC
have released an interim management statement, in which they have
indicated that operating profit for the company's fiscal third quarter
which ended on December 31st was strongly ahead of the previous
year. DCC cited the disruption and uncertainty of 2020 and the
pandemic, but reassured investors that despite these adverse
conditions, the group had recorded robust organic operating growth.
DCC, who operate in a broad range of sectors from technology, to oil
& gas, to healthcare, also said they have benefitted from acquisitions
they have completed in 2020. The group stated that both their LPG
(liquefied petroleum gas) and retail & oil businesses delivered good
operating growth results in the three-month period.
DCC's tech international operations have performed well, after the
company saw very strong demand in the UK and Ireland for work-
from-home items, consumer, and audio products.
"Assuming normal weather conditions for the balance of the financial
year, DCC expects that the year ending 31 March 2021 will be another
year of development and good growth in operating profit, ahead of
current market consensus expectations" the company added.
The shares, which are almost 2% higher this morning to £58.18 in
London, are trading at a P/E of 19.6x (vs an industry average of 26x),
with a dividend yield at current prices of over 2.5%. We reiterate our
'buy' rating, with a price target of £89, we believe the stock has at least
50% upward potential from current levels.
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Equities: Global equity markets are bouncing on Tuesday, after last week seeing their worst
week's performance since October. EuroStoxx50 is circa 1.70% higher this morning, futures
in the States are almost a percent higher as the VIX sinks to $27.45. A positive risk sentiment
around the globe has been helped by signs of progress on the US stimulus package,
concerns over volatile retail-led trading have receded somewhat.
Currencies: USD saw a bid yesterday, briefly pushing Dollar Index to its highest levels since
mid-December as the Euro and Pound both fell as a result. Stimulus talks are ongoing and
will directly affect the Dollar this week and next, Democrats yesterday filed a $1.9b budget
measure in a step toward bypassing Republicans. EUR/GBP lower once again today (0.8815)
as the UK presses on with its vaccine rollout and Europe frustratingly lags behind.
Safe-havens: The metals are lower on Tuesday, and will remain in focus this week. Silver is
expected to show high volatility all week, groups of retail traders have looked to 'target' the
commodity in recent days. Gold 0.50% lower on the session to $1,854. The main
government bonds' yields in Europe and the US are drifting higher this morning, German
10yr Bunds amazingly still yielding a negative 49 basis points.
Looking ahead: For economic data, Tuesday will be on the quieter side. Tomorrow we are
due to get Services PMIs from the UK and US. Later today we will see earnings from Google,
Amazon, Exxon Mobil, and Pfizer, followed tomorrow by Siemens AG, eBay, Qualcomm, and
Novo Nordisk.

DCC

Eurozone GDP
The Eurozone economy was in contractionary territory for the fourth
and final quarter of 2020, as was widely expected by analysts across
the board. However, on a more positive note the region contracted by
less than was forecast, with preliminary results indicating a fall of 0.7%
quarter-on-quarter, vs expectations for a 0.9% drop. This brings the
Eurozone's y/y GDP result for 2020 to -5.1%.
Preliminary data has showed that the region's second and third largest
nations France and Italy have dragged on the overall result as their
respective economies declined by 1.3% and 2% during Q4. Germany
was actually in expansionary territory for the quarter, edging 0.1%
higher, Spain was 0.4% higher.

Microsoft
US tech giant Microsoft is due to create a further 200 jobs in Dublin in
the coming months, the firm is set to expand its digital sales team
which already employs 1,000 individuals across the country.
This digital sales team was first established in Ireland just four years
ago, "This rapid growth is creating superb career development
opportunities for the dynamic team which today represents more than
75 nationalities and fluency in over 35 different languages" said Lisa
Dillon, Vice-President at Microsoft EMEA Digital Sales.
This follows an announcement from Microsoft back in November, that
they plan to invest €27 million in a new engineering hub in Dublin.


